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E-mail Cloaker for Web is a program that protects e-mail addresses from being harvested by spambots. E-mail Cloaker applies
both a HTML and a Javascript protection method. The server on which the e-mail is registered will only register the e-mail

address on the e-mail server of the free service XInbox.com. This free service prevents spambots from harvesting the e-mail
address and adds a link to a Contact Form for the e-mail address to your web pages. This is a great protection because they don't
need to know your address to send spam and they can still contact you with any mail client. For more information and help, visit

our website: Report Bugs and feature requests: Requires: * License: GNU GPL v3, version 3 Provides: * Last modified:
2018.08.01 Installation: * The following permissions are required: * Can be downloaded from: * You have unlinked the

installer. Can be downloaded from: * You have unlinked the installer. Can be downloaded from: * Can be downloaded from: *
Can be downloaded from: * Can be downloaded from: * Can be downloaded from: * Can be downloaded from: * The following
permissions are required: * Latest Downloads: Version: 1.2.1 Released: 2018.05.30 Size: 0 B Compatibility: 100% Language: en

Support email: support@cloaker.net 1.1.0 Version: 1.1.0 Released: 2019.01.24 Size: 0 B Compatibility: 100% Language: en
Support email: support@cloaker.net 1.0.5 Version: 1.0.5 Released: 2018.10.11 Size: 0 B Compatibility: 100% Language: en
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Email Cloaker for Web offers some simple methods to protect your e-mail addresses from so called Spammers. Those who
want to protect their email addresses from collecting by spammers and to prevent them from being decrypted by such software

use our Email Cloaker for Web and assign to it their e-mail addresses. When this protection method is used, an e-mail address is
wrapped and encrypted in a special format. The e-mail is displayed in a browser when the e-mail cloak is correctly applied and
used. When the e-mail cloak is not correctly applied or is interrupted, the e-mail address is displayed as it is in the e-mail itself.

Main features: - specify additional e-mail addresses separated by comma at the service XInbox.com; - you can choose from
several ways to display e-mail cloaks. Choose the protection method that you prefer. Type your desired address and optional

tags in the text field. When the addressee is valid, click "Add to XInbox" to send the e-mail. The addressee's e-mail address is
automatically encrypted with the XInbox protection method. It is displayed in a special way if the e-mail cloak has been applied
correctly. For other protection methods or for e-mail cloaks produced by other services, you can adjust them in the special page

by clicking "Cloak Settings". When a mistake has been made in the form and the cloak is not correctly applied, the e-mail is
displayed as it is in the e-mail itself. Example protection with the advanced Javascript Cloak: To protect the e-mail address:

duncan@fake.com Add the following hidden field to the form of your e-mail address 1)To protect the e-mail address:
duncan@fake.com 2)It will result in: 3)Add the following hidden field to the form: 1)To protect the e-mail address:

duncan@fake.com 2 6a5afdab4c
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Allows you to protect free email accounts against Address Harvesters that are often downloaded from many free services that
collect e-mail addresses, such as Yandex.mail, Mail.ru Mailbox, Oodle and others. It can protect all your free email accounts at
once, because Email Cloaker for Web automatically registers each account for you at the service XInbox.com and creates a
special page with a Contact Form. To protect all your e-mails it is recommended to apply the protection method most
appropriate for you: Unbreakable HTML Cloak, Advanced Javascript Cloak, Simple Html Cloak or any other, because this
application can protect all your free email accounts at once and does not require any prior registration. All those who use such
free services often find it annoying that the e-mail addresses they use are on record in those services. We strongly recommend
that you do not do so. Don't post your emails on your websites, forums, blog or any other public Web space. Instead, keep your
address secret and register it only with Email Cloaker for Web. Features: – Automatically register your address for email
cloaking at the service XInbox.com to prevent harvesting by Address Harvesters that are often downloaded from many free
services that collect e-mail addresses, such as Yandex.mail, Mail.ru Mailbox, Oodle and others. – Protects your contacts from
harvesting software that is quite common among Address Harvesters. – Protects addresses sent to you from being harvested by
software that collects e-mail addresses found on sites. – Protects free email account addresses by cloaking them on special
HTML pages at the service XInbox.com with a contact form – Protects email addresses found on the pages of forums, chats,
etc. with an encryption algorithm so that your address is not

What's New In Email Cloaker For Web?

Email Cloaker for Web is a simple application that generates code that cloaks e-mail addresses in HTML and prevents them
from being harvested by spambots. At present some programs collecting email addresses can already decrypt addresses
encrypted with almost any method and add them to their database. Neither javascript cloak, nor html cloak can help. To protect
against such email harvesters, you should not specify your email address on web pages in any form (neither plain nor encrypted)
and Email Cloaker for Web 1.2 allows you to protect your addresses in such a way. Email Cloaker simply registers a spam-
protected Contact Form for your email address on the server of the free service XInbox.com and then just creates a link to this
form that you can specify both on your HTML pages and (which is quite important) on forums, chats, etc. Spam Protection
Methods: XInbox.com Unbreakable HTML Cloak When this protection method is used, your email address is not specified in
HTML code in any way. Instead, it is registered at the free service only once. This service creates a special page with a Contact
Form on it for your email address. Those who want to contact you can use this page even without a mail client. It is
recommended to use this method for protecting all your email addresses. Besides, try not to specify your email address in its
plain form anywhere. Instead, give the link to your Contact Form at XInbox wherever possible. Advanced Javascript Cloak
When this protection method is used, the e-mail address is divided into parts and encrypted. It is decrypted directly in the
browser window when the page is opened. This protection method is effective against most software collecting e-mail addresses,
but the Internet browser must support Javascript to be able to display an address encrypted in such a way. Nevertheless, all
modern browsers currently support it so we recommend that you use this method to protect addresses you are afraid to encrypt
with the XInbox Unbreakable protection method. Simple Html Cloak When this protection method is used, all characters in the
e-mail address are replaced with their codes, which helps to keep your address in secret from a lot of software that collect
addresses for spamming. However, this method is not effective enough. The unquestionable advantage of this protection method
is that an e-mail address encrypted in such a way will be
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System Requirements:

Recommended System Requirements: Internet: OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 Processor: Memory: 2GB RAM Graphics:
DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Disk: (1) 100 GB free space Camera: USB: Sound Card: Keyboard & Mouse: Others: Important
System Requirements: Memory: 1 GB RAM
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